
Since 2006 representing 

the furniture industries at 

the European level

EFIC is your voice in 

Brussels

Discover how to become 

a member and...

JOIN NOW!

EFIC now represents more than 70% of 

the total turnover of the furniture 

industries in Europe, a sector that 

employs about 1.1 million workers in 

close to 130.000 companies.

The EU contributes in shaping 

the furniture sector. 

The influence of the EU institutions 

over the sector is high.

To become EFIC 

member, please 

contact:

roberta.dessi@efic.eu 

info@efic.eu

www.efic.eu

@EFIC_BXL
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Most industries are benefitting from 

a facilitated trade within the 

European Single Market, but still 

suffer from the lack of fully 

harmonized rules or from National 

regulations creating barriers to 

trade. 

Many companies are also looking 

further at other markets, while rules 

governing international trade are 

made in Brussels. Environmental 

regulations impact every company. 

The EU is very active in this field 

and the circular economy strategy 

is a relevant example.

Why the EU?

The European furniture industry 

faces a number of  challenges 

which simply goes beyond 

national borders.

Make your 

voice heard!

EFIC role and priorities
EFIC has a Secretariat fully active in 

Brussels, assuring a daily presence 

and acting as your voice, ears and 

eyes in the capital. 

In the last 10 years EFIC has been 

active and reactive on issues of 

impact for the furniture industry 

towards legislators in the European 

Institutions. 

• Harmonisation, including 

flammability requirement for 

furniture in Europe 

• Circular Economy and 

Environmental sustainability 

• Remove obstacles to trade and 

avoid new trade barriers 

• Promote export and international 

trade 

• Social dialogue and industry policy 

Be part of the team!

Are you a National federation 

of furniture producers?

You can apply for full membership 

at EFIC. Your country will seat in 

EFIC Board and you’ll be able to 

actively be engaged in EFIC 

decision-making process and play a 

pivotal role in representing the

furniture sector in the EU.

Are you a furniture 

company?

You can now become associated 

member at EFIC and be anticipately 

informed on future changes in 

regulations of impact for your 

company, with the possibility for 

you to influence the political 

debate. 

Aren’t you none of those 

but still want to collaborate 

with EFIC?
Suppliers or others willing to 

support EFIC work are welcomed 

new partners in EFIC. Get in contact 

with EFIC to understand how.

Contact us for more 

info!

Main priorities at EFIC today are: 


